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AUDIT REPORT IN BRIEF
The New York City Parks and Recreation Department (DPR) maintains a municipal park
system of more than 29,000 acres, including more than 1,800 parks and over 1,000 playgrounds.
One of DPR’s principal missions is to keep the parks, playgrounds, and sitting areas of New
York City clean and safe.
The Parks Inspection Program (PIP) is administered by the Operations and Management
Planning (OMP) division. The program provides Parks and Recreation management, elected
officials, and the public with a broad indicator of the condition of City parks. The program has
been designed to reflect conditions encountered by the public when using Parks facilities.
PIP monitors the quality of maintenance and general conditions of the City’s public parks
and recreational facilities. According to OMP, all parks and playgrounds are randomly inspected
in two-week cycles that cover 205 different sites. Every site in the City is inspected at least once
a year; on average, most sites are inspected twice a year. At the end of each inspection cycle, the
OMP officials forward the results of the inspections to DPR officials and Borough officials
including the Borough Commissioner and Chief of Operations for review and correction of the
hazardous conditions and quality of life issues1 noted by the PIP inspectors. Subsequent to the
initial inspection, PIP inspectors revisit some of the playgrounds with unacceptable conditions
that needed immediate attention (IA) to verify whether any corrective actions had been taken.
Audit Findings and Conclusions
We found that OMP officials inspect the playgrounds as required and forward the results
of the inspections to DPR officials and Borough officials including the Borough Commissioner
1

Hazardous conditions are sharp, protruding bolts on benches, trip hazards on paved surfaces and sidewalks, or
large dangling limbs. Quality of life issues are graffiti and non-bird feces. These hazardous conditions and quality
of life issues are considered by PIP as needing “Immediate Attention” and required remediation by the Borough
Chief of Operations.
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and Chief of Operations for review and correction of the unacceptable conditions. Subsequent to
the initial inspection, PIP inspectors revisit playgrounds with unacceptable features that were
believed to be hazardous to verify whether any corrective action had been taken. In addition,
OMP follows up on playgrounds with hazardous conditions at biweekly meetings with the
Borough Chief of Operations. OMP also maintains a database that ages all outstanding
hazardous conditions and prepares internal reports reflecting the conditions of the playgrounds
prior to inspections. However, we identified several instances where the Queens Chief of
Operations did not correct reportable conditions cited by the PIP inspectors in a timely manner.
Audit Recommendations
The audit recommends that DPR management should:
1. Continue to monitor and follow up on conditions that are hazardous.
2. Ensure that Borough officials repair all outstanding items.
Agency Response
In their response, DPR officials agreed with our recommendations.
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INTRODUCTION
Background
The New York City Parks and Recreation Department (DPR) maintains a municipal park
system of more than 29,000 acres, including more than 1,800 parks and over 1,000 playgrounds.
One of DPR’s principal missions is to keep the parks, playgrounds, and sitting areas of New
York City clean and safe.
The Parks Inspection Program (PIP) is administered by the Operations and Management
Planning (OMP) division. This program provides Parks and Recreation management, elected
officials, and the public with a broad indicator of the condition of City parks. The program has
been designed to reflect conditions encountered by the public when using Parks facilities.
PIP monitors the quality of maintenance and general conditions of the City’s public parks
and recreational facilities. According to OMP, all parks and playgrounds are randomly inspected
in two-week cycles that cover 205 different sites. Every site in the City is inspected at least once
a year; on average, most sites are inspected twice a year. Site ratings are determined by the
assessment of up to 17 features, which are grouped into one of three categories: cleanliness
features, landscape features, and structural features. When a park /playground is inspected, each
feature is evaluated and is deemed “acceptable” or “unacceptable” by the PIP inspectors.
At the end of each inspection cycle, OMP officials forward the results of the inspections
to DPR officials and Borough officials including the Borough Commissioner and Chief of
Operations for review and correction of the unacceptable conditions. Subsequent to the initial
inspection, PIP inspectors revisit some of the playgrounds with hazardous conditions to verify
whether any corrective action has been taken.
Objective
The objective of this audit is to determine whether the DPR’s PIP is effectively
monitoring the maintenance of the City’s public playgrounds in Queens.
Scope and Methodology Statement
We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards (GAGAS). Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and
conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a
reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. This audit was
conducted in accordance with the audit responsibilities of the City Comptroller as set forth in
Chapter 5, §93 of the New York City Charter.
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The scope of this audit was from July 2011 through November 2011. Please refer to the
Detailed Scope and Methodology at the end of this report for the specific procedures and tests
that were conducted.
Discussion of Audit Results
The matters covered in this report were discussed with DPR officials during and at the
conclusion of this audit. A preliminary draft report was sent to DPR officials and was discussed
at an exit conference held on January 17, 2012. On January 24, 2012, we submitted a draft
report to DPR officials with a request for comments. We received a written response from DPR
on February 7, 2012. In their response, DPR officials agreed with our recommendations.
The full text of the DPR response is included as an addendum to this final report.

4
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
We found that OMP officials inspect the playgrounds as required and forward the results
of the inspections to DPR officials and Borough officials including the Borough Commissioner
and Chief of Operations for review and correction of the unacceptable conditions. Subsequent to
the initial inspection, PIP inspectors revisit playgrounds with unacceptable features that were
believed to be hazardous to verify whether any corrective action had been taken. In addition,
OMP follows up on playgrounds with hazardous conditions at biweekly meetings with the
Borough Chief of Operations. OMP also maintains a database that ages all outstanding
hazardous conditions and prepares internal reports reflecting the conditions of the playgrounds
prior to inspections. However, we identified several instances where the Queens Chief of
Operations did not correct reportable conditions cited by the PIP inspectors in a timely manner.
Monitoring Efforts by PIP
We conducted inspection of 33 playgrounds in Queens. Our assessment of the features
for the playgrounds was based on the “Parks Inspection Program Standards” manual. A review
of the most current PIP Site Inspection Reports for these 33 playgrounds indicated that our
observations of the condition of the playgrounds generally matched the results from PIP’s
inspectors2. Further, we found that PIP’s playground inspections were generally well
documented and inspection results were properly communicated to the appropriate authorities.
For example, the hazardous conditions we found during our park inspections that were also noted
by the PIP inspectors and referred to as IAs were conveyed to the Borough Chief of Operations
and the First Deputy Commissioner of the Agency by OMP immediately following its inspection
of the playground.
Additionally, at the conclusion of each inspection round, OMP presents a summary report
to Borough officials including the Borough Commissioner and Chief of Operations at a biweekly
meeting with the detailed evaluation of each failing site. The summary report also contains
pictures of hazardous or unacceptable conditions observed. These hazardous conditions, such as
sharp and protruding bolts on benches and trip hazards on paved surfaces and sidewalks, are
noted by the PIP inspectors as needing “Immediate Attention.” There are two levels of
“Immediate Attention” hazardous conditions, “Priority One”3 and “Priority Two.”4 According to
the PIP Standards manual, “All Immediate Attentions must be corrected by the end of the
following round. This allows a typical 2-4 weeks for the resolution of the IA.” All Immediate
Attentions noted by PIP during the inspection rounds are tracked by OMP and followed up on by
2

See Appendix I for comparison of playground conditions and Appendix II for pictures.
Priority One: The hazard presents the chance of a life-threatening or permanently debilitating injury or a single
Priority One Immediate Attention will typically fail the overall condition rating (as well as the cleanliness rating if a
cleanliness feature is flagged for Priority One Immediate Attention). A Priority One Immediate Attention will
always fail the feature rating.
4
Priority Two: The hazard presents the chance of a slight to serious injury or is more critical in nature but in a
remote location (in which case injury is less likely); graffiti that depicts hate speech or profanity; in playgrounds,
small parks and Greenstreets, one Priority Two Immediate Attention will fail the feature rating. In large parks, two
Priority Two Immediate Attentions for one feature is needed to fail the feature rating.
3
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PIP inspectors. During the re-inspection, the PIP inspectors locate the hazardous conditions and
photograph the corrective actions that have been taken by the specified Borough Chief of
Operations.
In addition, PIP inspectors will send an email on a daily basis to inform the Parks’ First
Deputy Commissioner and the Borough Chief of Operations of any playgrounds that have
hazardous conditions during a routine inspection. Furthermore, PIP inspectors perform reinspections of playgrounds with hazardous condition. These re-inspections are conducted on a
random basis. The OMP has provided documentation to show that it tracks whether the
hazardous conditions have been corrected. Before the biweekly management meetings, OMP
runs the current hazardous aging report so that each Borough Chief of Operations knows how
many outstanding hazardous conditions are in the borough.
As part of our audit, we notified OMP of playgrounds that we believe to have reportable
conditions. According to OMP, many of the playgrounds we noted have already been randomly
selected for the winter inspections.
Other Issues
Playground Conditions Not Corrected in a Timely Manner
Although OMP tracks and performs re-inspection, we found instances when the Borough
Chief of Operations did not correct the problems cited by the PIP inspector in a timely manner.
The result of our inspection of the playgrounds in July 2011 shows that three
playgrounds (Highland Park-Lower, Francis Lewis Playground, and Farm Playground) have the
same unacceptable conditions for the features that were also noted in the PIP inspection report
(See Appendix I and Appendix II for all reportable conditions).
Name of Playground

Highland Park-Lower
Highland Playground

Francis Lewis
Playground
Farm Playground
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Conditions Cited
Safety Surface: Mats
overturned and missing
pieces.
(see picture 1)
Paved Surfaces: Cracks
on concrete wall below
fence area. This
problem has worsened.
(see picture 2)
Paved Surfaces: Cracked
pavement at entrance.
(see picture 5)

Auditor
PIP
Inspection Inspection Difference
Date
Date
in Days

7/12/2011

3/21/2011

113

7/12/2011

4/25/2011

78

7/12/2011

7/5/2011
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Reportable structural conditions not corrected in a timely manner can potentially become
hazardous conditions. By not repairing these conditions early, the cost of repair can increase and
the City may be liable for injuries that occur.
Recommendations
The audit recommends that DPR management should:
1. Continue to monitor and follow up on conditions that are hazardous.
DPR Response: “Parks will continue to monitor and follow-up on all conditions that are
hazardous. We currently have the Daily Immediate Attention (DIA) System that monitors
the number of Immediate Attentions (IA) as well as the resolution of these hazards. In
order to ensure proper resolution of an IA, only authorized staff members can resolve an IA
with the required upload of pictures as documentation of corrected hazards. For quality
assurance, we also have in place a follow-up review process that takes a sample of IAs
resolved to further ensure hazards are properly corrected. In addition, IAs identified are
emailed to operations managers the same day to alert them of any items identified. Lastly,
there are biweekly reports and analyses on IAs that are reported to the Borough Chief of
Operations.”
2. Ensure that Borough officials repair all outstanding items.
DPR Response: “Parks will make the best effort to address outstanding items, which is
dependent on existing resources and materials as well as the availability of manpower.
Furthermore, we will also prioritize repairs depending on the severity of these conditions.”

7
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DETAILED SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY
We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions
based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis
for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. This audit was conducted in
accordance with the audit responsibilities of the City Comptroller as set forth in Chapter 5, §93,
of the New York City Charter .
The scope period of this audit was July 2011 through November 2011. To meet our
objectives, we obtained and reviewed the 2007 Edition of “Parks Inspection Program Standards”
and the subsequent addendum.
To gain an understanding of the PIP operation, we interviewed DPR officials and
reviewed PIP written policies and procedures. We documented the interviews through written
narrative. In addition, we performed playground inspections with DPR inspectors to determine
whether the inspectors follow the guidelines set forth in “Parks Inspection Program Standards.”
We documented our observations through written narrative and compared the results of our
observations with the PIP’s inspection report to affirm our understanding of the standards.
To determine if OMP monitored conditions in the playground, we requested and
reviewed the daily IA inspection reports for the playgrounds that we inspected. This time frame
included Winter 2010, Spring 2011, and Summer 2011 inspection cycles.
To determine if the PIP inspectors notified the Borough Chief of Operations of the
hazardous conditions, we requested the OMP Reports from the biweekly meetings held from
August 24, 2011, through October 27, 2011.
To determine whether the items identified as IA were continuously tracked by OMP, we
examined the pertinent records, including OMP’s initial communication to the Borough chiefs
regarding the IA items, Daily IA reports, and the IA status reports.
In addition, we requested the Spring/Summer Inspection Report and the Fall Round 1
Inspection Report which would indicate the round/cycle that the playground/park was inspected
and the current status as of 2011.
To determine the number of playgrounds by boroughs for survey selection, we obtained
the list of playgrounds from the DPR website. To conduct our testing, we randomly selected 33
of 260 playgrounds in Queens for inspection. Based on PIP inspection guidelines, we inspected
these 33 randomly selected playgrounds and assessed the cleanliness, landscape, and structural
features of these playgrounds.
To determine whether PIP is effectively monitoring the maintenance of the playgrounds,
we compared the results of our inspections with DPR’s latest inspection reports. The condition
of the playgrounds and the results of the comparative analysis are based on our observations at a

8
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specific time. The results of our inspection of the playgrounds are unique and limited to the
playgrounds selected in our sample. Hence, the results of our findings cannot be projected to all
playgrounds in Queens.

9
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Playground Conditions
Conditions Noted by Auditors’
Inspections in July 2011

Conditions Noted in the PIP
Reports

Safety Surface: Mats overturned
and missing pieces.
(see picture 1)
Paved Surfaces: Cracks on
concrete wall below fence area.
42nd Ave. & Francis Lewis Blvd.
This problem has worsened.
(see picture 2)
Seven
Gables Safety Surface: Gaps between
mats greater than 2”.
Playground
LIE/210 St. & Oceana St.
(see picture 3)
Paved
Surfaces:
Cracked
Holy Cow Playground
Horace Harding Blvd., Bishop pavement.
Reilly Hs & Peck Ave.
(see picture 4)
Paved
Surfaces:
Cracked
Farm Playground
73rd Ave. & 195 St./196 Pl.
pavement at entrance.
Safety Surface: Exposed bolts.

PIP report (3/21/11) noted the
missing section of the safety
surface in the playground.
PIP report (4/25/11) noted the
cracked concrete wall.

Playground Name
Highland Park-Lower
Highland Playground
Jamaica Ave. & Elton St.
Francis Lewis
Playground

PIP report (2/15/11) did not rate
the safety surface due to snow on
the ground.
PIP report (12/8/10) did not note
the cracked pavement.

PIP report (7/5/11) noted the
safety surface, but did not
mention the cracked pavement at
entrance.
Weeds: Overgrown weeds near Rated weeds as unacceptable.
benches.
(see picture 5)
Safety Surface: Deteriorated PIP report (5/26/11) did not note
Triassic Playground
Van Wyck Exp/ Jewel Ave.
mats.
the deteriorated mats.
(see picture 6)
PIP report (1/13/11) did not rate
Rockaway Community Safety Surface: Deteriorated
mats in play area.
the safety surface due to snow on
Playground
B54 St. & Almeda Ave
the ground.
Litter: Heavy amount of garbage Litter was rated acceptable but
discarded inside the playground. did not mention weeds due to
Garbage can was overflowing
snow covered ground.
and had not been emptied.
Weeds: Over 50% of the park
area around fence and play areas
were filled with weeds.
Trees: Dangling tree limb at eye
level.
Did not mention the dangling
(see picture 7)
tree limb.
Paved Surface: Protruding metal PIP report (5/12/11) did not
Hammel Playground
B83 St. & Rockaway Beach
floor bracket for entrance gate.
mention the protruding metal.
(see picture 8)
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Cunningham park-210th Weeds: moderate amount of PIP report (11/4/10) did not
weeds growing between safety mention the weeds issue.
Playground
210th St. & 73rd Avenue
surfaces.
Did not mention the dangling
Trees: Dangling tree limb.
tree limb.
(see picture 9)
Trees: Fallen dead tree limb.
PIP report (2/10/11) did not note
Laurelton Playground
Brookville Blvd. & 136 Ave.
any fallen tree limb and did not
Grass: Overgrown grass in over rate the lawn because of the
50% of the Horticultural area.
snow.
(see picture 10)
Trees: Dangling dead tree limb PIP report (10/7/10) did not
Baisley Park South
150 St. & 130 Ave.
at eye level.
mention the dangling tree limb
(see picture 11)
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Playground Photographs

1. Highland Park-Lower Highland Playground

Broken mats

2. Francis Lewis Playgrounds
Cracked concrete wall
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3. Seven Gables Playground
Gaps between mats

4. Holy Cow Playground
Cracked pavements
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5. Farm Playground
Cracked pavement

6. Triassic Playground
Broken mats
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7. Rockaway Community Playground
Heavy weeds at play area

8. Hammel Playground
Protruding metal floor bracket at entrance
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9. Cunningham Park-210th Playground
Weeds on play area

10. Laurelton Playground
Fallen tree limb
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11. Baisley Park South
Dangling dead tree limb at eye level
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